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Abstract—The Web has undergone a tremendous change toward a highly user-centric environment. Millions of users can participate
and collaborate for their own interests and benefits. Services Computing paradigm together with the proliferation of Web services have
created great potential opportunities for the users, also known as service consumers, to produce value-added services by means of
service discovery and composition. In this paper, we propose an efficient approach to facilitating the service consumer on discovering
Web services. First, we analyze the service discovery requirements from the service consumer’s perspective and outline a conceptual
model of homogeneous Web service communities. The homogeneous service community contains two types of discovery: the search
of similar operations and that of composible operations. Second, we describe a similarity measurement model for Web services by
leveraging the metadata from WSDL, and design a graph-based algorithm to support both of the two discovery types. Finally, adopting
the popular atom feeds, we design a prototype to facilitate the consumers to discover while subscribing Web services in an easy-of-use
manner. With the experimental evaluation and prototype demonstration, our approach not only alleviates the consumers from timeconsuming discovery tasks but also lowers their entry barrier in the user-centric Web environment.
Index Terms—Web services discovery, service metadata, service community.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE

Web keeps rapidly growing in recent years. Current
Web has been a “user-centric” environment where
millions of users can participate and collaborate for their
own interests and benefits [1]. The services computing
paradigm together with the proliferation of Web services
make the Internet as a huge resource library, and millions of
users can participate and create more value-added services
by means of service discovery and composition. Existing
SOA technologies, including Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) and service composition
languages (such as BPEL4WS), have fostered agile integration by simplifying integration at the communication, data,
and business logic layers. Furthermore, by leveraging
efforts in semantic Web services, service composition
frameworks made a forward step on enabling automated
support for service description matching.
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Service discovery is a significant activity in Services
Computing paradigm. Efficient discovery plays a crucial
role in conducting further service composition. With the
ever increasing number of services over Internet, more and
more service consumers (including nonexpert users, Small
and Medium Enterprise, and transient business partners of
specific opportunities/interests) can participate in the
composition activity1 [1]. Meanwhile, a key problem also
matters locating the desired services efficiently. Although
existing discovery techniques have produced promising
results that are certainly useful, they may not well aligned
with the needs of Internet-scale environment. First, searching Web services via some public UDDI registries [35], [36],
[37], [38] is mainly based on the keywords involved in
query and matches them with the Web service descriptions.
As the keywords are not able to capture the underlying
semantics, they may miss some results and return a lot of
irrelevant ones as well. Second, the users would like to
specify their requests more precisely rather than just
keywords. Actually, searching Web services is searching
for the operations offering some functionalities, and current
discovery usually explores details of the service operations.
The service consumers have to browse each returned results
in detail and check if they meet their requirements or not.
Nevertheless, investigating a single operation usually needs
several steps. Hence, the more service providers emerge,
the heavier burden it brings to the consumers. Third, the
Web services are developed and maintained by their
providers. For some reasons, such as the market competitions and cost control policies, the providers may update or
1. In this paper, we use the terms “service consumer” and “service user”
exchangeably.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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remove their Web services at any time. Once the Web
services are modified or even no longer available, the
service consumers have to repeat the discovery process to
find new appropriate services. To best of our knowledge,
current discovery approaches cannot deal with the everchanging Web services.
Due to the reasons above, we argue that current service
discovery significantly prevents its ubiquitous adoption
among Internet users. Much simpler and more efficient
service discovery is required in the user-centric and demanddriven Internet environment in order to lower the entry
barrier for the service consumers.
To meet these requirements, we first go back to the
success of the Web community and the reluctance in taking
up the Web service idea, it is inevitable for us to review the
fundamental basis of SOA. As everyone can publish a Web
page with a valid URL, there is really no need to “register”
the Web page. Various search engines automatically trawl a
set of Web pages and classify them into groups. Moreover,
the search engine can even retrieve the access path
according to the hyperlinks, which looks like the “composition” of the Web pages. Such search manner makes Web
search engine widely adopted by the Internet users.
Similarly, in the area of Web service discovery, once the
consumers drill down all the way and find the Web service
inappropriate for some reason, they may prefer being able
to find a set of similar operations that takes similar inputs/
outputs to the ones just considered, instead of laboriously
browsing them one after another [2]. What’s more, they
may intend to find operations that can be composed with
the current ones being browsed. Therefore, it seems to be
reasonable to support search for similar Web service that
can do the job of clustering, classification, match-making,
and composition. Such manner will be more free and
efficient for the consumers to find their desired services.
Another promising hint comes from the innovations of
Web 2.0 wave. In our investigation, the most prevailing
Web 2.0 communication mechanism is not the complex
“centralized registry,” but lightweight manner such as the
RSS [31] or Atom [32]. With the feeds, the users are able to
organize several Web pages such as news or Weblogs to a
specific topic/interest and subscribe them. Once the
resources are changed or updated, the RSS/Atom will
notify their subscribers. Similarly, if Web services can be
organized into RSS/Atom feeds and subscribed by the
service consumers, it will release the work of locating the
ever-changing Web services. On the other hand, since
most current Web browsers (such as Microsoft Internet
Explorer, Firefox, and Safari) all support RSS/Atom, it is
then feasible to provide a universal and convenient
channel for the service consumers, which allows them to
easily locate desired Web services and further participate
in the service composition.
Our work aims to provide simpler and more efficient
Web service discovery, which may align the requirements
of the user-centric Web environment [4], [5], [6]. In this
paper, we propose an approach to efficient and easy-of-use
Web service discovery. Beyond the keyword search, our
approach tries to assist the service consumers to find the
similar service operations as well as the potentially
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composible ones, against the given requests. As both of
these two types represent the services offering similar
functionalities, we term them as homogeneous Web service
communities in this paper. The main contributions of this
paper are the following:
We investigate the similarity measurement to retrieve
a set of Web services into homogeneous service
communities. We consider the basic metadata (inputs, outputs, and operations within a message) that
resides in the WSDL file, and propose mining
algorithms to retrieve their underlying semantics.
The key idea is to measure the co-occurrence of terms
and cluster the terms into a set of concepts, and
leverage these concepts to determine the similarity of
inputs/outputs and operations.
. We design a graph-based search model to find both
the similar operations and the composible ones,
according to the user’s requests. In our model, every
operation is represented by a vertex in the graph and
the potential composition opportunities are represented by the directed edges. Then, the discovery of
similar operations is transformed to the traversal of
vertexes, and that of composible operations is
transformed to find the corresponding paths. To
evaluate the approach, we set up a series of
experiments on the data set of over 500 real-world
Web services. The results prove that approach has
very high recall and precision.
. We present the design of a prototype to evaluate the
usability of our approach. Within the local Web
browser, the consumers can intuitively do search for
the homogeneous service communities. We particularly discuss the implementation details of how the
Web services are mapped to the Atom feeds. Hence,
the discovered Web services can be organized and
subscribed like regular Web pages, and the consumers are able to track their changes. It not only
facilitates the consumers to deal with the everchanging Web services, but also reduces the complexity of participating and collaborating the discovery in the user-centric Web environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the overview of our approach, by
identifying the fundamental rationales and challenges.
Section 3 introduces the similarity measurement algorithm,
which mines the metadata from WSDL and clusters them to
concepts. The concepts are leveraged to express the underlying semantics to determine the similarity. Section 4
introduces the graph-based algorithm to find the homogeneous service communities. We describe the construction
issues of the Service Aggregation Graph, and how to search
both single similar operations and composible operations.
Section 5 describes some experiments and evaluates the
efficiency of our approach. Section 6 presents the prototype
architecture, particularly focuses on the implementation
details of how map Web services into Atom feeds. Section 7
discusses the related work, and Section 8 ends the paper
with the conclusion and future work.
.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of ServicePool-based discovery.

2

APPROACH AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we are going to present the conceptual
overview of our approach as well as the corresponding
rationales and technical challenges.

2.1 Approach Overview
To begin with, let’s consider the typical scenario when
searching for Web services [2]. Users commit a search for Web
services by typing in keywords relevant to the search goal.
They then start inspecting some of the returned Web services.
Normally, the result is rather complex for it includes the
description of Web services, the operations, input/output
parameters, and their data types, so the users have to drill
down in several time-consuming steps. They decide which
Web services to explore in detail, and then, consider which
specific operation in the service to look at, for the operation is
exactly the information needed to build their own applications. Given a particular operation, they will look at each of
the inputs and outputs specified in the “message” element.
Once the users may find that the Web service is inappropriate
for some reason, instead of repeating the same process for
each of other potentially relevant services, they may want to
get a list of operations that can process the same/similar
inputs/outputs, or moreover, a sequence of operations to
compose with given requests.
Based on such observation, we show the conceptual model
of the ideal search scenarios, as shown in Fig. 1. The service
providers develop and publish Web services as usual, e.g., to
some registries or via valid URL. With some clustering
algorithm, we employ a mediator that is able to aggregate the
similar Web services into a so-called “ServicePool” [4], [5].
This ServicePool not only maintains the operations with
similar inputs/outputs, but also the “hyperlink” between the
operations. Then, once the service consumer searches the
ServicePool, they do not have to take the time-consuming
steps above. Furthermore, with current Web 2.0 technologies,
they can even subscribe, tag, and blog the results, and even
organize the results in their own manner.
2.2 Rationales and Challenges
The conceptual model promises a simple and direct
discovery manner. When searching the homogeneous Web
services, we can identify the following two types to find the
similar Web services.

169

First, the users would like to get the set of “single”
Web services with similar functionalities. To the best of
our knowledge, the functionalities offered by a Web
service are usually reflected by its operation. For example,
the weather report services may provide operations such
as “GetWeatherByZipCode” or “GetTemperature.” Therefore,
the problem can be viewed as “searching for similar
operations.” Intuitively, the operations are similar if they
have similar inputs, generate similar outputs, and the
relationships between the inputs and outputs are also
similar [2].
Second, if no single service operation is qualified for the
request, the users may also want to retrieve a sequence of
operations that can be composed together. It means that the
outputs generated by one service can be accepted as the
inputs of another service. For example, suppose two Web
services S1 and S2 : S1 is an “Address Querying” service
which can output the city name according to the given zip
code (e.g., the output is “ZipCodeToCity”), and S2 is a
“Weather Forecasting” service which can return the weather forecast by the given city name (e.g., the input is “City,”
“State”). S1 and S2 can be composed together in case that
the city name is unknown. Such process can iteratively
proceed to construct “operation hyperlink” until the
desired result is fulfilled.
Both of the two discovery types mentioned above are
essentially related to the similarity measurement of Web
service operations, inputs, and outputs. Like traditional
clustering approaches for Web pages or topics, we are going
to employ similarity measurement to retrieve the homogeneous Web services. Then, some technical challenges
need to be solved.
As is known to all, semantics means crucially to
determining the similarity. But in current WSDL specification, neither the textual descriptions of Web services and
their operations nor the names of input/output parameters
completely convey the underlying semantics of the service
operation. Therefore, searching for similar Web services is
much more challenging. To efficiently match the inputs/
outputs of Web service operations, it is then important to
get their underlying semantics. By investigating the
metadata from the WSDL structure, our approach tries to
combine multiple sources of evidences to determine the
similarity between Web services. In Section 3, we describe a
mining algorithm that clusters metadata (including input/
output names) from a collection of Web services into some
semantically meaningful concepts. By comparing the concepts, they belong to, and considering the similarity of the
descriptions of the operations and the entire Web services,
we can have a good similarity measurement.
Besides the similarity measurement, we may need a search
model. Within the ServicePool, we hold two types of search:
single similar operations and composible operation sequences. Thus, the search model is expected to be able to
process both of the two types, and promise high efficiency. In
Section 4, we merge these two types by employing an
algorithm based on a Directed Graph. We make each
operation as a vertex, maintain the composition opportunities
as directed edges, and assign the weight of the edge with
similarity matching score between inputs and outputs. Then,
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Definition 1. A Web service W S ¼< N; M; D; O > , where N
is the name that specifies a Web service, D is the set of data
types, M is the set of messages exchanged by the operation
invocation, O is the set of operations provided by the Web
service, and in which:
.

.
Fig. 2. WSDL Structure.

the search for the single similar operations is transformed to
the traversal of all vertexes, and the search of composible
operations is transformed to find the corresponding paths in
the graph. We analyze the complexity of our algorithm and
prove that it can work with high efficiency.
Finally, as ServicePool is supposed to be an aggregator of
a group of homogeneous services, such organization style is
similar to the news group that can be subscribed with RSS or
Atom. Moreover, with the RSS/Atom, the consumers will be
notified once their subscribed Web services are changed.
Therefore, we need to bind the WSDL to the RSS/Atom
feeds while considering the semantic consistency. Particularly, we find that the current Atom specification has already
defined some useful elements for Web service discovery and
subscription. For example, each Atom entry has a unique ID,
while a Web service has also one to identify itself while
regardless the version, location, and invocation information.
So, the entry ID is useful when subscribing the “service
feed.” Another example is “atomlink,” which is used for the
entry and feed. It explicitly defines a mechanism which can
flexibly attach some customized metadata into RSS. Thus,
when the entry is a WSDL file or OWL-S represented by
RDF, we can then import several “Atomlink” to describe the
MIME types. The service consumer can retrieve these data in
a standard manner via HTTP. The design details will be
illustrated in Section 6.

3

WEB SERVICE METADATA CLUSTERING

In this Section, we introduce how to measure the similarity
between Web services. Our approach combines multiple
sources of evidence to determine the similarity. First, we go
to investigate the metadata from the WSDL files.

3.1 Service Metadata Model
A Web service is described in an XML-based document,
called WSDL. The WSDL specifies the service implementation definition and service interface definition, as shown in
Fig. 2. The service implementation definition describes how
a service interface is implemented by a given service
provider, and the service interface definition contains the
business category information and interface specifications
that are registered as UDDI tModels. Generally, we can
define a Web service as follows.

.

an operation op is a vector op ¼< nop ; input;
output >; that is, 8op 2 O is described by a name
and a text description nop in WSDL defined by the
portType element and associated with at least one
input message and one output message. Note there is a
set of operations in a WSDL.
Input/Output: 8input 2 Mð8output 2 MÞ is a message m. Each input and output contain a set of
parameters for an operation defined by the message
element and the type element used in the message (for
representing the complex data types).
a message m 2 M has optionally iði  1Þ parts,
represented as m ¼ fd1 ; d2 ; . . . ; dk g, where dj 2 D;
1  j  k.

From the definition, regardless of the invocation information
in WSDL that is useless for similarity matching, such as the
binding and the port, we can identify three types of metadata
from WSDL. First, we note the plain textual descriptions,
which describe the general kind of service that is offered, for
example, service related to “weather forecasting” or “travel
agency.” Second, we note the domain of the operation that
captures the purposed functionality, such as “GetWeather
ByZipCode,” “SearchBook,” or “QueryAirplaneTimetable.”
Finally, we find the data type deriving from the input/
output. The data types do not relate to the low-level
encoding issues such as integer or string, but to the semantic
meanings such as “weather,” “zipcode,” etc.

3.2 Estimating the Parameters
In terms of similarity measurement, the service descriptions
can be easily determined by the traditional Term Frequency
and Inverse Document Frequency (TF/IDF) methods. However, the similarity of operations and inputs/outputs cannot
be determined. On one hand, the parameter naming is mostly
dependent on the service provider/developer’s personal
habit. Hence, parameters tend to be highly varied given the
use of synonyms, hypernyms, and different naming rules. On
the other hand, inputs/outputs typically have very few
parameters, and the associated WSDL files rarely provide
rich description.
As proposed existing work in [2], we try to explore the
underlying semantics of the inputs/outputs in addition to
their textual descriptions. First, an intuitive heuristic is that
the parameter names, which are specified in the inputs/
outputs and operations, are often combined as a sequence of
several terms. Take the parameter “GetWeatherByZipcode,” for
example, the terms are specified by their first letter
capitalized {Get, Weather, By, Zipcode}. We cluster these terms
into several concepts. In our opinion, considering the terms
with the concepts they belong to may significantly improve
the similarity measurement. For example, given the two
outputs {weather} and {temperature, humidity}, they cannot be
considered to be similar just by checking with their names.
But these terms are all related to the concept of “weather,”
they should be similar data types.
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3.3 Clustering Concepts from Inputs and Outputs
When clustering metadata residing in the input/output
data types into several meaningful semantic concepts, we
intuitively consider the words co-occurrence. A common
sense heuristic is that the words tend to express the same semantic
concept if they often occur together [17]. In other words, similar
data types tend to be named by similar names, and/or
belong to messages and operations that are similarly
named. Therefore, we can then exploit the conditional
probabilities of occurrence.
Let I ¼ ft1 ; t2 ; . . . ; tm g be a set of terms. These terms
come from term bags to which similarity measurement is
applied. Let D be a set of candidate Web service input/
output descriptions available from WSDL files. To reflect
the co-occurrence, we then introduce association rules.
Generally speaking, an association rule is an implication of
the form ti ! tj , where both ti and tj 2 I. The rule ti ! tj
holds in the description set D with support s and
confidence c.
Definition 2. The support s ¼ Prðti Þ ¼ Nðti Þ=NðDÞ is the
probability that ti occurs in an input/output, where N(D) is
the total number of inputs or outputs of D and N(ti ) is the
number of inputs or outputs that contain ti.
Definition 3. The confidence c ¼ Prðti ; tj Þ ¼ Nðti ; tj Þ= Nðti Þ is
the probability tj that occurs in an input/output, given ti is
already known to occur in it, where N(ti ) is the number of
inputs or outputs that contain ti and Nðti ; tj Þ is the number of
inputs or outputs that contain both ti and tj .
All association rules can be found by the well-known APriori algorithm [23]. Obtaining the association rules for the
term set, we then try to cluster the concept set. We exploit
the co-occurrence of words in word bags to cluster them
into meaningful concepts. We begin with each term forming
its own cluster and gradually merge similar clusters.
Given a threshold t, we use the agglomeration algorithm
to generate the terms set I ¼ ft1 ; t2 ; . . . ; tm g into the concept
set C ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; . . .g, with the following steps, as Fig. 3
illustrates. The algorithm contains the following main steps.
Set up a confidence matrix Mðm  mÞ, where Mij is
a two-dimensional vector ðssij ; cij Þ in which sij ; c ij are
the support and confidence of ti ! tj
2. Find Mij with the largest cij in the confidence
matrix M. Given a threshold , if c ij > , and
sij > , then merge these two clusters. Then, update
M by replacing the two rows with a new row that
describes then association between the merged
cluster and the remaining clusters. The distance
between the two clusters is given by the distance
between the closet members. There are now
m  1 clusters and m  1 rows in M.
3. Repeat the merge step until no more clusters can
be merged.
In the clustering procedure, we initiate each term as a
cluster. Then, the algorithm proceeds as a greedy one in
order to sort association rules in descending order first by
the confidence and then by support. The rules that are less
than the given threshold  are then abandoned. Every step
chooses the highest ranking rules that have not been
considered yet. If two terms in the rule do not belong to
1.

Fig. 3. Clustering semantic concepts from data types.

the same cluster, the algorithm updates the matrix M by
merging these two clusters. Note that the threshold 
controls the infrequent terms.
Particularly, it should be noted that these frequent and
rare parameters should not be clustered. Such constraint
promises that the improper words cannot be clustered, as
they rarely occur from the statistic perspective. And the
meaningless words, such as verbs and conjunctions, are
removed in the clustering process, either. It guarantees that
these strongly connected parameters in-between are clustered into concepts.

3.4 Improving Concepts Clustering
We argue that the clustering algorithm above is an
“unsupervised bottom up” one that tries to cluster terms
to concepts at a very coarse-grain level. The association
rules are only based on the co-occurrence of terms and may
lead to some inappropriate clusters. For example, the
cluster related to concept of “weather” may contain terms
{temperature, humidity, wind, rain}, and another cluster
related to the concept of “address” contain terms {zip, city,
state, street}. In our experiment, we found that some weather
forecasting services often report temperature as well as city.
According to the association rules, the confidence “temperature!city” is high, then the algorithm would merge the two
clusters as a one. However, we know that these two clusters
refer to different concepts, so they cannot be clustered.
In our approach, we employ the domain taxonomy for
further evaluation. In the traditional information, the
information content of a class or topic t is measured by
the negative log likelihood logPr[t]. Hence, given a
domain taxonomy D and two terms ti ; tj , we evaluate their
matching score MS by the formula 1 as follows:
MatchingScoreðti ; tj Þ ¼

logPr½Dðti ; tj Þ
;
logPr½ti  þ logPr½tj 
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DISCOVERING HOMOGENEOUS
WEB SERVICE COMMUNITY

In this section, we will introduce the discovery of the
homogeneous Web services based on their similarities. We
first predict the similarity by the multiple sources of
evidence, and then, we propose a graph-based approach
to find the similar operations as well as the potential
composible operations.

where ti and tj are two terms in the taxonomy, D[ti tj ] is the
lowest common ancestor in the domain taxonomy, and Pr[t]
means the prior probability that t is classified under the
taxonomy D.
Now, in the procedure of clustering, once merging two
clusters, we take two steps. We first evaluate the association
rules described in Algorithm 1. Then, we estimate the
matching score of the related terms in the association rules.
Formally, we assume two clusters I and J, and ti 2 I; tj 2 J,
let 
minðMSðti ; I  ti ÞÞ, if MSðti ; tj Þ > , these two
clusters cannot be merged. For example, although the
confidence temperature!city is high, the matching score
between temperature and city is lower than that of the
temperature and the remaining terms, and these two clusters
cannot be merged.
Obviously, the improvement by domain taxonomy is like
“top-down” manner. Here, we do not discuss about the
construction of domain taxonomy. There have been a lot of
existing works in the IR community. In our practice, we find
that the folksonomy2 [33] meets our requirements very well.
In those popular social networking Websites such as Flickrs
[39] and del.icio.us [40], millions of user-annotated tags
may represent the service’s capabilities as well as user’s
requirements more accurately. We believe that it will
generate more explicit domain taxonomy. In our experiment, we then employ the folksonomy generated from
del.icio.us in [14].

3.5 Clustering Terms to Concepts
After the clustering approach mentioned above, we choose
a subset in our data set (carefully introduced in Section 5)
containing 506 different Web services with 3,328 operations
and 4,936 inputs/outputs. With the clustering procedure,
we finally get 2,076 terms and cluster 1,328 them into
263 concepts. We filter the overfrequent terms (which occur
in at least 30 inputs/outputs) and the infrequent terms
(which occur in at most three inputs/outputs). Moreover,
with the help of the folksonomy, the clustering algorithm
roughly assigns the terms to corresponding concepts such
as weather, finance, music, traffic, e-commerce, address,
and so on. Table 1 illustrates some example cluster results
each of which holds more than six terms.
2. Folksonomy is the user-generated taxonomy, which describes the
bottom-up classification terms that emerge from social tagging.

4.1 Predicting the Similarity
In Section 3, we have clustered the concept as the baseline to
measure the similarity for inputs/outputs. Now, we will
compute similarity for the Web service operations. As
defined in Section 3.1, an operation op is a three-tuple vector
op ¼< nop ; input; output > , then given two operations
opi ; opj , we can determine the similarity by combining the
similarity of each individual elements, respectively.
First, we estimate the similarity of the text description of
operation and the Web services the operation belongs to
(represented by Nw ), it can be achieved by employing the
traditional TF/IDF measurement.
Next, we estimate the similarity of the input and output by
considering the underlying semantics the input/output
parameters cover. Formally, we describe the input as a
three-tuple vector input ¼< nin ; Ci > (similarly, the output
can be represented in the form of output ¼< nout ; Co > ),
where nin is the text description of input names and Ci is the
concept that associates with nin . Then, the similarity of input
can be done in the following two steps:
First, we evaluate the similarity of the descriptions of
input names by TF/IDF.
. Second, we split nin into a set of terms, just as
described in Section 3. Note that we should filter the
terms related to outputs (such as “ZipCode” in the
input “CityNameByZipCode”). Then, we replace
each term with its corresponding concepts, and
then, use the TF/IDF measure.
The output can be processed in a similar fashion.
Now, we define the similarity between two operations
opi ; opj by the following formula:
.

Simðopi ; opj Þ ¼ w1 SimðNwi ; Nwj Þ þ w2 Simðnopi ; nopj Þ
þ w3 Simðinputi ; inputj Þ þ w4 Simðoutputi ; outputj Þ:
Here, wi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ is the weight assigned to similarity of operation text description, input and output,
wi ¼ 1. Then, we define the two operations that are
similar as follows:
Definition 4. Given two operations opi ; opj , a threshold !,
we claim that opi ; opj are similar operations if Simðopi ;opj Þ  !.

4.2 Constructing Service Aggregation Graph
We have completed the similarity measurement for operations. Now let’s go back to the two service discovery types
proposed in Section 2, that is, given a request of input and
output, our approach returns:
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Fig. 5. Service aggregation graph.

Fig. 5 shows an example of SAG. Note that our approach
also promises that there is no edge between vertexes
representing similar operations, for example, Op2 ; Op4 in
the example.

4.3

Fig. 4. Constructing the service aggregation graph.

a list of similar single operations that can accept the
request, and
. a sequence of operations that can be composed to
fulfill the request.
In our approach, we process these two requirements
within a directed graph G ¼< V ; E > , in which:
.

V is the vertex set. Each vertex in the graph G
corresponds to an operation in our data set;
. E is the edge set. Each edge corresponds to the input
or output of the vertex. We will discuss about the
conditions to build the edges between vertexes later.
Fig. 4 illustrates the construction step for the graph. We
name the established graph as “Service Aggregation Graph”
(SAG) for it stores all operations. At the very beginning, we
assign the graph to be empty and map each operation in the
data set to vertexes iteratively. This step costs the complexity at the level of OðnÞ. Then, we establish the edges
between the vertexes. For each vertex Vi , we check whether
its corresponding output can be accepted as an input by a Vj
in the graph, by computing the similarity of the parameters.
If the similarity exceeds the given threshold !, we then add
an directed edge from Vi to Vj and assign the weight of this
edge with similarity matching score. We also check if there
exists a vertex Vj , whose output can be consumed by Vi as
an input, in the similar manner. Obviously, these directed
edges imply whether the corresponding operations can be
composed sequentially (complied with the direction of the
edge). The complexity of building up the edges in the graph
is Oðn2 Þ.
.

Service Discovery with the Service
Aggregation Graph
After constructing the service graph, when the users submit
a request r ¼< I 0 ; O0 ; ! > , where I 0 and O0 represent the
input and output data type the users desire and ! is
threshold of similarity. We process r within the SAG.
In case of searching for the similar single operations, it
just means that given a user request r ¼< I 0 ; O0 ; ! > , we
should return a subset OP 0 ¼ fop1 ; op2 ; : . . . ; opn g; n 
jjOP jj; 8opi 2 OP 0 ; Simðopi ; rÞ  !.
Obviously, this problem can be transformed to traverse
all vertexes that can meet the requirements. We use the
general traverse algorithm to match the request with all
vertexes in SAG, which costs the complexity at OðjV jÞ,
where jV j is the number of vertexes in the graph. Moreover,
the operations are returned in the descending order of
similarity matching scores.
In terms of discovery of the potential composible
operations, the problem is transformed to discover a
sequence of edge from a source vertex v1 (which can
perform I 0 ) to a destination vertex vn (which can perform
O0 ). It means, given a request r ¼< I 0 ; O0 ; ! > , we should
return a path p ¼ fv1 ! v2 ; . . . ; ! vn g; vi 2 E in G, where
Simðinput1 ; I 0 Þ  ! and Simðoutputn ; O0 Þ  !.
We describe an algorithm based on dynamic programming to instead of the breadth-first traversal algorithm in
[10] or AI-planning algorithm [21] for the compositionoriented service discovery. As shown in Fig. 6, our
algorithm is based on the well-known Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm [23], which can find the shortest path from the
source vertex to the destination vertex.
The key idea of our algorithm lies in that it removes each
edge in the top i  1 shortest path already which has been
found to form a new subgraph and tries to find the shortest
path in all the subgraphs by leveraging the Dijkstra’s
algorithm. The shortest one found in all the subgraphs is the
ith shortest path. It can be easily proved that the our
algorithm can find the OðjV j log jV j þ jEj þ KÞ, where jV j
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Fig. 7. Top-K precision comparison.

Web services with 3,328 operations and 4,976 inputs/
outputs. Then, we store the operations into the SAG,
finally, get 3,328 vertexes and 14,872 edges. Each vertex has
4.46 edges.
Given the users’ request, ServicePool can return two
types of results: the operations with similar inputs and
outputs, and the sequentially composible operations. Note
that the returned results by ServicePool are evaluated by
combing both the two types (for the composible operations,
we consider each path as a result and just take the top 5
shortest path in the experiment). Considering the usual
metrics employed in traditional IR communities, we
evaluate our approach with the recall (r) and precision (p).
Fig. 6. Discovery of the composible operations.

and jEj are the numbers of vertex and edge in the graph,
respectively, K is the number of paths to be discovered.
In our approach, we consider only the weight on the
edge (represented by the similarity matching score), as a
constraint. Other constraints, e.g., the response time or cost
for invoking the Web services, are not included. In fact, the
Multiple Constraints Shortest Path (MCSP) is an NP-complete
problem, and the solution is out of the scope of this paper.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we will set up a series of experiment to
evaluate our approach. The experiments contain comparing the precision/recall of our approach with that of
some existing work, the precision/recall in different
domains, and the impact on the single operations and
composible operations.

5.1 Web Service Corpus and Data Set Preparation
In [4], we have implemented our prototype, named as
ServicePool, to discover the homogeneous services based
on the approach described above. In the ServicePool, we
implement a crawler to download existing “real-world”
WSDL resources from some well-known service registry
sites [35], [36], [37], [38] and use google filetype search (e.g.,
filetype: wsdl). Overall, we download 1,084 wsdl files in
total. We then removed the redundant ones with an MD5
algorithm, and finally, get a subset containing 506 different

Definition 5. The recall r ¼ A=A þ B, where A stands for the
number of returned relevant operations, B stands for the
number of lost relevant operations, and A þ B stands for
the total number of relevant operations.
Definition 6. The precision p ¼ A=A þ C, where A stands for
the number of returned relevant operations, C stands for the
number of irrelevant operations, and A þ C stands for the
total number of returned operations.
As mentioned in [2], we also involve the R  P curve,
whose X-axis is recall and the Y-axis is precision. It is an
important metrics to measure the search results: a good
search should have a horizontal curve with a high
precision value.

5.2 Precision and Recall Measurement
First, we are going to evaluate the efficiency of ServicePool
by comparing it with some existing Web service discovery
approaches. We implement three different ones: keywordbased search, schema-matching based on WSDL, and the
woogle [2]. We evaluate the precision of top-5, top-10, and
top-20 returned results. To avoid potential bias, we choose
different Web services from five different domain categories
and compute the average results.
Fig. 7 illustrates the top-k precision comparison. We can
see that both ServicePool and Woogle can achieve
satisfying results, as they measure the textual descriptions
as well as similarity based on the underlying semantics.
For top-5, top-10, and top-20 precisions, ServicePool
reaches 100, 91, and 87 percent, respectively, obviously
higher than the other three. Woogle is a little lower at the
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Fig. 8. R-P curve comparison.

level of top-5 and top-10, but the precision decreases at the
level top-20. The reason is that woogle takes only
consideration of the concept clustering by very slightly
improvement (considering splitting and merging the
cluster according to the cohesion score), without considering the domain taxonomy. Schema-matching has also very
low precision, for it only considers the XML structure and
the distance between nodes in the tree, while lack of the
underlying semantics. Keyword-based approach is the
lowest, for it only matches the keyword from the user’s
requests, and the results are coarse.
To measure the recall, we are interested in the number of
relevant returned operations that can be returned within a
given relevant operation set. With the results of concepts
clustered in Section 3, we then manually classify 108 Web
services with 411 operations into five different domain
categories, and label whether the operations are relevant or
not. To avoid bias, the person was a research student without
previous experience with Web services. The person has the
information as given in the registries, and was allowed to
inspect the operation description. It guarantees that the
different concepts can be conveyed. Finally, we collect a
subset of 77 operations with 155 inputs and outputs.
Fig. 8 shows the R-P curve of the four approaches.
Obviously, ServiePool and woogle beat the other two. The
reason is that both of ServicePool try to attach the underlying semantic concepts to the input/output. Overall,
ServicePool is a slightly better than woogle, for we take
the folksonomy to evaluate the concepts to improve the
clustering results and also study the composible operations
rather than just single operations.

5.3 Precision in Different Domains
We also evaluate the precision considering domain
taxonomy, we also set up an experiment with three
domains, as shown in Fig. 9 ServiePool beats the other
three approaches in each domain, since it filters the
irrelevant concepts. Another interesting phenomenon is
that, the precision in weather domain is a little higher than
the other two.
We observe that, the operations related to weather
takes a high percentage (17 percent) in our corpus, and
provide more terms to cluster semantic concepts from the
input/output data types. Another reason is that, we
employ the folksonomy in Del.icio.us by the approach in
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Fig. 9. Precision comparison in different domains.

[14] to evaluate the matching score, and investigate the
annotations more than the other two. It also shows the
evidence that domain taxonomy impacts the efficiency to
concepts clustering.

5.4 Single Operation and Composible Operations
Finally, we are also interested in the effect on the two types
ServicePool provided. So, we evaluate the precision and
recall by comparing:
OpOnly: just return the single operations can meet
the requirements, and
. Op&Comp: return both the single operations and the
composible operations.
We sort the returned results in a descending order
according to the similarity matching scores to the request.
As shown in Fig. 10, for the top-5, 10, and 20 returned
results, Op&Comp can improve the precision at about 2, 5,
and 14 percent, respectively, rather than OpOnly. It
demonstrates that with the expected number of returned
results increasing, the number of single operations decreases. In terms of recall, OpOnly is 97, 82, and 74 percent,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 11. By considering the
composible operations, Op&Comp can improve the recall
beyond OpOnly at about 2, 11, and 12 percent, respectively.
As ServicePool considers combing the single operations and
.

Fig. 10. Precision comparison between single operation and composible
operations.
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TABLE 2
Syntax Mapping from Atom Feed to WSDL

Fig. 11. Recall comparison between single operation and composible
operations.

composible operations, it can improve both precision and
recall significantly.

6

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a prototype to demonstrate our
ideas. In this section, we briefly describe the architecture of
the prototype and the usability. The detail design can be
retrieved in our previous work [4], [5].

6.1 Prototype Architecture
Fig. 12 describes the overall prototype architecture of
ServciePool, which includes several components as well as
the corresponding activities.
We assume that the service providers can publish their
Web services on the Internet as usual. Then, we employ a
crawler to retrieve the WSDL files from the service registries
and store them into a local database as the metadata. The
component Metadata Parser analyzes each WSDL file, filter
the irrelevant information, and retrieve terms from the
input/output data types. Using the similarity measurement

Fig. 12. Prototype architecture.

approach described in Section 3, the Clustering Agent
clusters the terms into concepts, and then, finds the
corresponding Web operations as well as the potentially
composible ones. These operations are maintained in a
graph, so we need to make index of them with the Web
services they belong to.
As discussed before, considering the usability of the
users, we adopt the Atom feeds (instead of popular RSS, for
Atom is more suitable to process structured XML than RSS),
which is widely used for news aggregation and subscription. In ServicePool, the Feed Manager component attaches
the metadata to the Atom feeds and indexes the feeds to the
corresponding Web services by using the standard Atom
publish protocol.
Here, it is necessary to make the binding between the Atom
feeds and WSDL, to ensure the consistency with the original
Atom syntax and semantics. To the best of knowledge, in [20]
and [24], the authors explicitly integrated atom feeds to a
service description, including mapping the metadata of
WSDL to the Atom feeds and the feed publish protocol over
HTTP. This provides us very useful information in our
implementation. We briefly describe the main design ideas.
Due to the functionalities that ServicePool provides, we
adopt two feed types. The first one is the Web service entry,
which is used to subscribe exactly one Web service. This
element represents Web service by binding the metadata of
the Web service to an Atom feed. We list the some core
mappings in Table 2. For example, the “AtomSummary” is
attached by the useful metadata from WSDL, including the
textual description of input/output and operation, which
can be used for indexing the Web services.
The second feed type is the topic feed, which is used for
subscribing a homogeneous Web services (exactly their
operations). The topic feed aggregates a set of homogeneous
Web services into a group. The topic feed contains the
metadata for a list of Web services, each of which corresponds
to a service entry. The relationship between service topic feed
and service entry is consistent with that defined in Atom
specification. Service entry and topic feed correspond to the
generic Atom feed and entry. Each entry in the feed is
mapped to a single Web services under a particular topic.
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Fig. 13. User interface.

In the topic feed, the term topic is not the concept of WSTopics [28], where topics are used to organize and
categorize a set of notification messages [20]. In ServicePool,
a topic is a list of some arbitrary keywords requested or
tagged by the service consumers when searching the
services. Hence, the topic definition is informal. For
example, once the consumers search the weather forecasting
services, they can tag the topic with any terms as they wish,
e.g., “weather report,” “rains,” etc. Moreover, we even allow
the users to create their own feeds when using ServicePool.
In our opinion, these features are very important to improve
the usability. First, although ServicePool aggregates a set of
homogeneous services, we do not mandate the way they are
organized. When the service consumers use ServicePool, the
users can organize these services in their own way, instead
of the complex and inflexible category in UDDI. It lowers
the entry barrier for them to use Web services. Second, in the
famous social networking sites such as flickr and del.icio.us,
the personalized annotations are widely used by its
numerous users. We believe that once the users feel
something easy enough, they would prefer it. Actually, the
success of recent social networking sites (such as Flickrs and
del.icio.us) has proved that it is worth making things simple
enough. Third, the user-annotated tags may more correctly
represent the user’s requirements with rich semantics. As
we discussed in Section 3, we employ the folksonomy to
improve the concept clustering. We believe that with the
feedback of the service consumers, the efficiency of
discovery will be promoted. Hence, our work not only
alleviates the service from time-consuming and tedious
service discovery work, but also reflects their importance in
the user-centric Web environment.

6.2 User Interface
Finally, the service consumers can search, subscribe, and tag
the homogeneous Web services within their Web browser.
Fig. 13 shows the user interface in our prototype. The users
can type in their desired input and output names and get
the returned results. To make it more clearly, we classify the
similar single operations and composible operations into
two parts. The similar operations are highlighted as well as
their inputs and outputs, in the description of the Web
services they belong to. The composible operations are
listed in a tree, where the upper node’s output can be
accepted as input by the lower ones. The returned results
are sorted by their similarity against the requests.
Besides searching, the users are also able to subscribe both
the ServicePool and the individual Web services like news or
blogs by means of the atom feeds. As all the discovered
services are registered on ServicePool server, the users can
track the changes of subscribed feeds. Moreover, it should be
noted that we even design a set of algorithms, which can plan
a new order of services within ServicePool against the users’
preferences, such as response time, price, and other QoS
attributes [5], [7]. Hence, even if there are some changes, the
ServicePool will send notification and delivers the latest
discovered services to the users.
The users are allowed to give their feedbacks by
attaching annotations. We argue that it is very useful
feature for enabling the users to participate in the service
discovery. Adopting these user-generated annotations will
significantly enrich the service semantics and improve the
service discovery.
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RELATED WORK

The Web service discovery is a hot research topic in the past
a few years. Zhang et al. indicate that the service discovery
and composition play the crucial role in the area of services
computing [1]. To the service consumers, finding similar
Web services and aggregating them in a universal access
channel is a key requirement. There are some important
research topics related to this issue. We classify the current
discovery approaches into two categories: the syntacticbased discovery, which involves the techniques of UDDIbased search, text document search, schema matching, and
software component matching; and semantic-based discovery, which is mainly based on ontology.
UDDI-based search. In the initial Web services architecture, UDDI works as the broker to register Web services into
corresponding categories. However, to the best of our
knowledge, the public UDDI never works as expected. In
January 2006, the shutdown of UDDI Business Registry
(UBR) operated collaboratively by Microsoft, SAP, and IBM
has confirmed the intrinsic problem of the Internet-scale
registry-based service discovery. The core reason of public
UBR’s failure is that the registry-based mechanism is “too
complex” for the consumers. UDDI is mainly based on
keyword search, which may bring several irrelevant results
so that the consumers have to do the “view-select-request”
process several times. It is too overwhelming for the
consumers to simply get their desired services. Moreover,
once the discovered services are no longer available, the
discovery process has to be restarted. Thus, we cannot expect
that these service consumers can utilize UDDI for service
provisioning. The fact of UBR’s shutdown has demonstrated
that the “Internet-scale” public UDDI cannot be adopted by
the huge number of Internet users. In our work, we
investigate the service discovery problem from the service
consumer’s perspective and propose an approach to clustering the homogeneous Web services. It alleviates the consumers from tedious and time-consuming discovery step.
With a much easier and universal channel (RSS/Atom) for
the service consumers, they are able to subscribe and
organize Web services just like Web pages, and track the
updates and changes by means of service feeds.
Text document search. As Web services are specified in
an XML document with an accessible URL, the keywordbased text document search is an intuitive approach. In IR
community, document matching and classification is a
long-standing topic and widely use in most search engines.
Due to the fact that the great success of search engines
promotes the Web-related search very much, it might be a
natural idea to employ the current search techniques for
similar Web service discovery. However, most of current
information retrieval models are designed for Web pages
crawlers and may not work well for Web service discovery
due to some key reasons. First, Web pages may contain long
textual information. However, Web services have very brief
syntactic descriptions (from WSDL files). The lack of textual
information makes keyword-based search models unable to
filter irrelevant search results, and therefore, become very
primitive means for effectively discovering Web services.
Second, Web pages primarily contain plain text structures
that allow search engines to take advantages of information
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retrieval models like TF/IDF. However, Web services
contain much more complex structure with very little text
descriptions provided either on UBRs or service interfaces.
It then makes the dependency on information basic retrieval
techniques very infeasible. Third, Web pages are described
using standard HTML with predefined set of tags. However, Web service definitions are not fully standard as they
are developed by independent vendors. Web service interface information such as message names, operation, and
parameter names within Web services can vary significantly
which makes the finding of any trends, relationships, or
patterns within them very difficult and requires excessive
domain knowledge in XML schemas and namespaces [3].
Therefore, the current text document search approaches are
insufficient in the Web service context.
Schema matching. In the database community, the
problem of automatically matching schemas investigates
the clues of underlying semantics from the schema
structure and suggests the matches based on them [18],
[19]. In the Web service discovery, schema matching is also
employed. In [17], the authors proposed an approach to
measuring the similarity between two Web services based
on their Tree Edit Distance. However, we argue that there is
a big obstacle to apply schema matching to Web service
discovery: the operations in a Web service are typically
much more loosely related to each other than the tables
defined in a schema, and each Web service in isolation has
much less information than a schema. Hence, it will be
difficult to retrieve the underlying semantics from the
schema of WSDL. In our approach, we consider more
precise semantic matching by employing some domain
taxonomy, such as folksonomy from social annotations, and
promise a more efficient results.
Software component matching. From the software
perspective, Web services are autonomous software components that are accessible via standard interface specifications and protocols. Generally, the retrieval for software
components is based on their signatures (structural)
matching and specification (behavioral) matching [16].
However, these techniques employed there require analysis
of data types and pre-/postconditions. In current WSDL
files, the corresponding information is not available. To the
best of our knowledge, the WSDL V 2.0 will adopt the
semantic annotations for the data types and specifications.
Ontology-based discovery. A very important direction of
current Web services research is the semantic Web services
group, such as OWL-S [24], WSDL-S [25], and SWSO [27]. The
initiative aim of semantic Web services is to make complementary for the Web service semantics beyond WSDL. For
example, the OWL-S is proposed as the semantic markup for
Web services. The OWL-S proposes well-defined structure
including Service Profile, Service Model, and Service
Grounding to represent the semantic information including
Input, Output, Process, and Effect (IOPE). These semantic
annotations specify the Web services at the semantic level. As
summarized in [10] and [10], based on OWL-S, there have
been several existing works on Web service discovery, such
as automatic matching and selection [12], or even dynamic
binding based on agent reasoning [13]. These efforts presume
prebuilt ontology, thereby can regarded as “top-down”
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service discovery approach. However, constructing an
ontology as a semantic backbone for a large number
distributed Web services is really not easy. First, different
organizations, people, and applications may have different
views on what exists in the services and this leads to the
difficulty of the construction of a commitment to a common
ontology. Even if the consensus of a common ontology is
achieved, it may not be able to catch the fast pace of change of
the targeted Web service or the change of users’ vocabularies
in their applications. Second, using ontology for manual
annotation requires that the annotator have some skills in
ontology engineering which is a quite high requirement for
normal consumers. In the Internet-scale environment, it is
not feasible to mandate the Web service community to agree
upon a few standards stipulating the way they should view
the world. Actually, to the best of our knowledge, there are
very few real-world Web services described by OWL-S.
Our work tries to retrieve the underlying semantic
concepts from service metadata, and can be viewed as a
“bottom-up” one. Experimental results on real-world Web
services evaluate its efficiency. It should be noted that we
do not mean to completely exclude the ontology. As we
discussed in Section 3, we acknowledge that user-annotated
taxonomy may be more accurately represent the service’s
capabilities as well as consumer’s requirements. We believe
that it will generate more explicit semantic categorization.
In fact, tags are currently very popular descriptions, and
can be obtained from those social networking Websites such
as del.icio.us and flickr. Certainly, to realize the descriptions
of service by tags, it still requires slight and more careful
and consistent design, which is beyond the scope of this
paper. In our opinion, we prefer relying on lightweight
semantic metadata annotations by making use of tags,
folksonomies, and simple taxonomies to describe the
semantics of services [14]. The use of tag-based descriptions
greatly simplifies the users, compared to the much heavier
ontology-based approaches, such as OWL-S. To the best of
our knowledge, we have found that some recent works [21],
[22] have tried to attach the folksonomy to the service
metadata and proposed AI-planning approach for autonomous discovery and composition of the Web services.
Another important related work worth mentioning is
Woogle [2], a Web service search engine developed by the
University of Washington. Woogle employs an unsupervised approach to retrieve the underlying semantics from
WSDL and measure the similarity between operations and
input/output. Similar to woogle, our approach adopts the
semantic clustering algorithm to generate the meaningful
concepts. As the concepts clustering results significantly
impact the similarity measurement, we need to consider
some improvement. Woogle provides a technique to split
and merge the clusters by considering the cohesion and
correlation. It can remove some terms and improve the
clustering results. However, we notice that since the Web
services are developed by independent providers, the
parameter naming heavily relies on the developer’s personal
whim. Once a term in cluster A is associated with more than
half of the terms in the cluster B, these two clusters will be
merged by such technique. Therefore, in the phase of
removing the noise terms, we apply the matching score by
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employing some taxonomy (use social folksonomy in our
experiment), while woogle just processes by measuring the
co-occurrence-based association rules. From experimental
evaluation, we can see the our improvement beyond woogle.
Another difference is that we establish a Graph-Based
algorithm to find similar operations as well as the potentially
composible operations and evaluate the efficiency.

8

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

In the past a few years, the Web communities have
undergone a radical change to the “user-centric” environment where more and more users are able to directly
participate in the Web-based computing [8]. Such change
makes the numerous Internet users to leverage the Web for
their own benefits and profits [20]. The emerging technologies (such as Web 2.0) and popular Web sites (such as
flickr and del.icio.us) have met these users’ requirements on
easy participation, rich users interaction, and communitybased collaboration.
In such a user-centric environment, it is undoubtedly
convincing that the services computing paradigm can bring
more and more benefits and profits to the users. This paper
attempts to propose an efficient service discovery approach
from the service consumer’s perspective. After outlining the
discovery requirements, we argue that the service consumers do prefer attaining the similar Web services and the
potentially composible Web services, according to their
desired inputs and outputs. These services should be
organized in a universal access channel, instead of enforcing the users to search and view them individually. We
call these services as “homogeneous” Web service community. Moreover, in the user-centric Web environment, the
users may want to subscribe these services as RSS/Atom
feeds, which is much easier than using UDDI. Based on the
analysis, we propose our approach, which is named as
ServicePool. To realize our approach, we then go to the
problem of searching the similar service operation as well
as the potentially composible ones. The basic idea is to
measure the similarity between services by combing multiple sources of evidences. We investigate the structure of
service description files (WSDL) and propose an algorithm
to cluster the parameters (input/output) into the meaningful concepts. These concepts imply the underlying
semantics of the Web services, and are leveraged to
determine the similarity of inputs/outputs of the Web
service operations.
After modeling the basis of similarity, we propose a
graph-based algorithm to find the homogeneous Web
services. All operations as well as their inputs/outputs are
stored into a directed graph (SAG). Each operation is treated
as a vertex in the graph, and the directed edge between the
vertex is the representation of potentially composible
operation sequences. Then, the user’s requests are processed
by searching the suitable vertex (for single similar operations) and the shortest path (for composible operations). For
evaluation, we describe a series of experiments that contain
comparing the precision/recall of our approach with that of
some existing work, the precision/recall in different
domains, and the impact on the single operations and
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composible operations. We analyze each experiment, and
the results demonstrate the efficiency of our approach.
Finally, we give the design of our prototype supporting
the idea. Within an intuitive search, the users can easily
find their desired Web services including single similar
operations and potentially composible ones. Moreover, to
facilitate the consumers to track the changes of the Web
services, we particularly support publishing both ServicePool and Web services as Atom feeds. Then, the users are
able to subscribe the services as regular Web pages and
annotate their own tags. The prototype not only alleviates
the consumers from tedious service discovery work, but
also reduces their entry barrier in the user-centric Web
environment.
In terms of the future work, we aim to achieve the
following goals. First, as shown in our prototype, we allow
the users to annotate their own tags to describe the
semantics. We are interested in how the user-annotated
data can be utilized for further discovery. In this paper, we
employ the taxonomy from de.licio.us, but it may be too
general. As these annotations are service-specific, we
believe that they may improve the similarity measurement.
Second, in our current implementation, we only support the
users to search by typing “input” and “output.” Due to the
fact that all the services in ServicePool can be published
with Atom feeds, we plan to enable the feed-based search,
which may be more easy-of-use for the Internet users. An
assumptive scenario is that we transfer the Web services
into feeds and publish these feeds as a “tag cloud.” Then,
the users can view the tag cloud to find the most frequently
used tags (may reflect his requirement), click it and get the
tags which can be composed together. Such manner is just
like the “data mashup” like Yahoo! Pipes [34], which is a
very popular style for service composition. As the best as
we have known, there have already been some works [21],
[22] considering the similar ideas. Finally, ServicePool is an
aggregator for a set of services with similar functionalities,
then we argue that it can act as a service “RAID” so as to
improve the quality of service composition. It means that
the ServicePool itself is a Web service that can process
function-similar requests with different QoS. It then selects
the best-of-breed candidates according to the QoS requirements and the users do not have to go to the details of every
service. Once the current service is unavailable, ServicePool
can transparently switch to another candidate. Certainly,
there are some key techniques such as QoS-aware discovery, dynamic service switching, and state replication.
Actually, in [7], we have made the first attempt to improve
the dependability.
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